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“A next-generation smart grid without energy storage is like a computer without a hard drive: Severely limited.” (Katie Fehrenbacher, GigaOm)

MGX Renewables Inc. Goes Public
Bridging the Renewable Energy Infrastructure Gap
“The sun doesn’t shine all the time. The wind doesn’t blow all the time.
MGX Renewables mass storage batteries for the rest of the time.”

In an increasing fashion, people are starting to realize that affordable mass energy storage is the missing bridge between intermittent renewable power (solar, wind, hydro) and reliability.

As per the Environmental Defense Fund: “The [energy storage] market has its challenges, but nothing seems to stand in the way of its explosive growth.”

One of the challenges is to determine whether energy storage reduces emissions or actually creates more. Most battery types are not 100% clean and green, including lithium-ion.

However, the biggest challenge for energy storage is its price. The falling cost of lithium-ion batteries have positioned them for a much broader integration into stationary grid operations as other battery types were not commercially ready or simply to expensive.

Grid-scale lithium battery costs have plummeted in the past years and are forecasted to range between $187 and $316 per kWh by 2023.

Now imagine a novel, commercially ready battery technology entering the market with a price of less than $15 per additional kWh. How much faster could the energy landscape evolve now? How much bigger could the market become? What new applications would be possible?

The time has come for MGX Renewables to demonstrate that its patented zinc-air flow battery is ready to modernize the energy storage market in a way that other battery technologies can not keep up with. While all kinds of alternative energy stocks are booming and investors are looking for exposure to pure battery stocks, MGX Renewables is the one to take a closer look at now.
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Global energy storage has started an explosive, exponential growth path. “The energy storage market has caught the eye of a number of stakeholders involved in the power industry, leading to its considerable growth and opening the way for next energy revolution”, says GlobalData, a leading data and analytics company.

Energy storage deployments are expected to grow 13-fold over the next few years, from 12 GWh deployed globally in 2018 to a 158 GWh market in 2024 according to Wood Mackenzie Power & Renewables.

“This is one of the biggest markets in the world – we are in a fundamental paradigm shift to renewables”, says Jared Lazerson, CEO of MGX Renewables.

By 2040, the global energy storage market will grow to a cumulative 2,857 GWh, attracting $620 billion in investment over the next 22 years according to BloombergNEF. “Cheap batteries mean that wind and solar will increasingly be able to run when the wind isn’t blowing and the sun isn’t shining.”

By deploying nearly 150 MW in the first quarter of 2019, the US energy storage market grew 232% over the amount deployed in the first quarter of 2018. The US non-residential storage market had its strongest quarter ever according to Wood Mackenzie and the US Energy Storage Association (ESA). “These first-quarter numbers indicate that 2019 will be a banner year for energy storage in the United States,” says ESA CEO Kelly Speakes-Backman. “It’s become clear that states are already unlocking the potential of storage by passing legislation and creating regulatory frameworks to encourage energy storage deployment. The industry is responding by developing storage projects and creating jobs in their states.”

In the context of more than a million MW in total US energy generation capacity, 150 MW constitutes a small drop in a large ocean – but that’s exactly what investors are looking for: Large-scale mega-trends that are changing industrial landscapes. And most compellingly, it’s a global trend.

“We see energy storage growing to a point where it is equivalent to 7% of the total installed power capacity globally in 2040”, says Logan Goldie-Scot, Head of Energy Storage at BloombergNEF. “The majority of storage capacity will be utility-scale until the mid-2030s, when behind the meter applications overtake.”

In other words: Non-residential, utility-scale energy storage is the place to be right now – for investors and technology providers alike.

Today, MGX Renewables Inc. is expected to start trading on the Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE) under the symbol MGXR.

The company aims to deploy its battery technology for utility- and grid-scale energy storage, energy trading/arbitrage and peak shaving, renewables storage (wind, solar, tidal power) as well as stationary and portable energy for military and natural disasters, or anything sizeable that requires long duration energy storage and reliable backup.

Of the around 40 million shares issued, approximately 18 million shares are
controlled by MGX Minerals Inc. (CSE: XMG), which company did a spin-out of approximately 12 million shares to shareholders of MGX Minerals. Another 8 million shares have been issued with a $2 million CAD financing at $0.25/share.

MGX Minerals acquired the battery developer ZincNyx Energy Solutions Inc. (now renamed MGX Renewables Inc.) from Teck Resources Ltd. (NYSE: TECK; current market capitalization: $12 billion USD), a major mining company that previously invested approximately $13 million for research and development into this energy storage company, but divested non-core assets in 2017.

With $2 million in government grants received to date, MGX Renewables is an advanced-stage battery development company aiming to enter the energy storage market in the near future with a unique battery technology including an extensive patent portfolio, lead by an experienced and well-connected management team.

MGX Renewables has assembled a capable team to execute the development and commercialization of a dependable low-cost zinc-air battery. This mass storage system offers both environmental and efficiency benefits. MGX Renewables strives to meet the growing need for secure and reliable power. The mission is to provide longest duration, low-cost energy storage for markets in renewables, peak power shaving and diesel generator replacement for backup power.

In contrast to nearly every commercially available energy storage system, MGX Renewables’ zinc-air flow battery is one of the safest and environmentally cleanest rechargeable energy storage systems ever developed. It uses only zinc and air as fuels, thus running on a safe, non-toxic, non-explosive and non-flammable chemistry.

Moreover, it can deliver both high-power and long-duration energy services, a feature that is extremely important to consider as most other battery technologies can only excel in.

### What energy-storage batteries cost

Grid-scale lithium-ion battery costs per kilowatt hour have plummeted in the past four years. They will probably fall further.

![Chart: The plummeting cost of grid-scale lithium-ion batteries over the last years was one of the driving forces why these types of batteries are dominating the grid-scale energy storage market today as other battery types were not commercially ready. However, grid-scale lithium battery costs appear to be bottoming out over the few next years and range between a high-end forecast of $316 and a low-end forecast of $187 per kWh by 2023, making them competitive with natural gas peaker plants. As MGX Renewables aims to commercially deploy energy storage systems with costs of less than $15 per additional kWh in the near future, such an alternative to lithium batteries and natural gas peaker plants could disrupt the energy market in an unprecedented way.](image)

#### Comparison with Lithium-ion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MGXJR</th>
<th>Li-ion Battery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost per additional kWh</td>
<td>Target: &lt; $15</td>
<td>$283-479 (Lazard, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>Energy is stored in the electrolyte - Limited by the size of the plastic tank and the amount of fuel provided</td>
<td>Energy is stored within the electrodes - Limited by the size and number of electrodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Discharge profile, Energy capacity, Operating Environment</td>
<td>Discharge profile, Energy capacity, Operating Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire hazard</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Policy has far outstripped technology. There is plenty of solar out there, there is plenty of wind out there, and it will continue to grow… but the bottom-line is that there is just not enough batteries, there are essentially no batteries out there on a large scale – and that is because of cost. Lithium is just too expensive, and vanadium is just too expensive.” (Jared Lazerson, CEO of MGX Renewables in an interview)

#### Zinc-Air vs Vanadium Redox

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MGXJR Zinc-Air</th>
<th>Redox Battery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Fuel ($/lb)*</td>
<td>Zinc $1.17</td>
<td>Vanadium $7.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Electrolyte ($/L)</td>
<td>$3 - $4 (KOH)</td>
<td>$7 - $14 (H₂SO₄)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>One electrolyte shared by two electrochemical systems</td>
<td>Two different electrolytes for one electrochemical system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous Charge/Discharge</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Energy is stored as solid zinc Only 1 tank needed</td>
<td>Energy is stored within the electrolyte Requires 2 tanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolyte Temperature</td>
<td>Wide temperature range 20 - 70°C</td>
<td>Must be maintained between 30 - 40°C to avoid irreversible precipitation of solids</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
one aspect, including lithium batteries. There is no capacity fade over time. And a 100% depth of discharge without affecting system’s longevity or performance. For long-duration applications, MGX Renewables targets the lowest levelized cost of storage (LCOS) of all energy storage systems commercially ready.

The key to understand is that the battery’s energy capacity is easily extended by simply increasing the size of the fuel tank. It’s the modular architecture that allows the system to be scaled from 20 kilowatts to the order of megawatts relatively inexpensive.

According to the article “Utilities are starting to invest in big batteries instead of building new power plants” (2019):

“... we believe that utilities should prepare for the advent of cheap grid-scale batteries and develop flexible, long-term plans that will save consumers money.

Peak demand is pricey. The amount of electricity consumers use varies according to the time of day and between weekdays and weekends, as well as seasonally and annually as everyone goes about their business. Those variations can be huge. For example, the times when consumers use the most electricity in many regions is nearly double the average amount of power they typically consume.

Utilities often meet peak demand by building power plants that run on natural gas, due to their lower construction costs and ability to operate when they are needed.

However, it’s expensive and inefficient to build these power plants just to meet demand in those peak hours. It’s like purchasing a large van that you will only use for the three days a year when your brother and his three kids visit.

The grid requires power supplied right when it is needed, and usage varies considerably throughout the day. When grid-connected batteries help supply enough electricity to meet demand, utilities don’t have to build as many power plants and transmission lines. Given how long this infrastructure lasts and how rapidly battery costs are dropping, utilities now face new long-term planning challenges...

About half of the new generation capacity built in the U.S. annually since 2014 has come from solar, wind or other renewable sources. Natural gas plants make up the much of the rest but in the future, that industry may need to compete with energy storage for market share.

In practice, we can see how the pace of natural gas-fired power plant construction might slow down in response to this new alternative...
Once utilities can easily take advantage of these huge batteries, they will not need as much new power-generation capacity to meet peak demand... Several utilities are already investing in energy storage.”

According to the article “Energy Storage: Next Game Changer” (2019):

“But like much else in electricity markets these days, cost isn't the only or even the main driver of future demand growth – it is the mandatory rise of renewables. Governments the world over are requiring ever higher percentages of renewables while pushing for more electric vehicles (EVs) and solar PVs.”

**Technological Advances**

Since the acquisition in 2017, MGX Renewables achieved significant technological improvements, setting itself apart from other zinc-air flow battery developers:

- Expanding the battery’s capacity (from 5kW/40kWh to 20kW/120kWh)
- Increasing the energy density (from 9 Wh/L to 22 Wh/L).
- Improving fuel cell operation (by simplifying electrolyte channels).
- Improving regenerator operation (by using low-profile, extruded plates).
- Scaling up fluidizer to operate a 1,400-liter tank.
- Solving the long-standing reliability issue caused by the growth of zinc dendrites, making its zinc-air battery immune to this problem as it uses zinc dendrites as fuel during operation.
- Successful generation of dendritic zinc using a linear regeneration module, completing the development of a zinc regeneration subsystem.
- Reducing production costs (through injection molding and die casting).
- Receiving CSA material attestation following a comprehensive evaluation by CSA including a 60-day immersion test, 90-day temperature test and flammability testing.
- Filing of new patents covering technological advances. MGXR is based on an intellectual property portfolio of more than 20 granted patents with several more patents pending.

**Zinc-air fuel cells are flow batteries that are powered by oxidizing zinc with oxygen from the air. As per Wikipedia:**

- These batteries have high energy densities and are relatively inexpensive to produce.
- This energy storage system has some properties of fuel cells as well as batteries: The zinc is the fuel, the reaction rate can be controlled by varying the air flow, and oxidized zinc/electrolyte paste can be replaced with fresh paste.
- Zinc–air batteries have higher energy density and specific energy (and weight) ratio than other types of batteries (atmospheric air is one of the reactants).
- Zinc–air cells have long shelf life if sealed to keep air out; even miniature button cells can be stored for up to 3 years at room temperature with little capacity loss if their seal is not removed. Industrial cells stored in a dry state have an indefinite storage life.

**Navigant Research forecasts energy storage to be a $50 billion market within 10 years, with flow batteries poised to capture nearly 20%**

**Annual Installed Stationary Energy Storage Capacity and Deployment Revenue by Market Segment**

- Stationary energy storage demand is growing rapidly and will exceed 468GWh by 2027
- Multiple technologies will be successful due to unique technical and cost advantages;
- Flow batteries expected to capture 18% of the market, according to Navigant;
- This equates to 20GWh of demand and nearly $10 billion in revenue by 2027

Source: Bushveld Minerals Energy Storage 101 Webinar

www.thebushveldperspective.com
Entering Battery Competition

According to “Global energy storage market expected to reach 22.2 GW in 2023” (May 2019):

“In its latest report, GlobalData has found that the energy storage market is nascent but fast-growing.

The demand for energy storage system (ESS) devices in the power sector is increasing rapidly, particularly after the increase in the renewable energy integration into the grids.

Intermittent power supply led to demand for the storage of electrical energy and supply during peak load periods.

ESS devices can help make renewable energy – whose power output cannot be controlled by grid operators – smooth and dispatchable.

‘Battery energy storage system (BESS) is regarded as a crucial solution for overcoming the intermittency limitations of renewable energy sources,’ said Sneha Susan Elias, Senior Analyst of Power at GlobalData...

‘The deployment is expected to grow, due to a large number of countries opting for storage utilization to support their power sector transformation.’

With the global energy storage market becoming one of the rapidly growing segments within the renewable power mix, equipment manufacturers or technology providers of energy storage technologies are focused on innovating their energy storage solutions and offering advanced energy storage systems.

‘Currently, lithium-ion batteries dominate the electrochemical energy storage market but other battery energy storage technologies such as sodium-sulfur, lead-acid, and flow batteries are now getting deployed,’ said Elias."
Lithium-ion Battery
• Environmental concerns (mining and recycling; manufacturing 1 kg of Li-ion battery takes energy equivalent to 1.6 kg of oil; mining of lithium impacts the environment due to water pollution).
• Risk of fire / explosion
• High cost for long duration energy
• Charging temperature limits are stricter than the operating limits (high temperatures during charging may lead to battery degradation and charging at temperatures above 45 °C will degrade battery performance, whereas at lower temperatures the internal resistance of the battery may increase, resulting in slower charging and thus longer charging times).
• Chemistry performs well at elevated temperatures but prolonged exposure to heat reduces battery life.
• Internal resistance increases with both cycling and age.
• Can be a safety hazard since they contain a flammable electrolyte and may become pressurized if they become damaged.

Sodium-Sulfur / Molten Salt Battery
• The anode and cathode are not solid but liquid metals (sodium and sulfur) with an operating temperature of 300-350°C.
• Highly corrosive nature of sodium polysulfides.
• Pure sodium presents a hazard, because it spontaneously burns in contact with air and moisture, thus the system must be protected from water and oxidizing atmospheres.
• In 2011, NGK-manufactured NaS batteries for storing electricity installed at the Tsukuba, Japan, plant caught fire.
• Corrosion of the insulators was found to be a problem in the harsh chemical environment as they gradually became conductive and the self-discharge rate increased.
• Dendritic-sodium growth can also be a problem.

Lead-Acid Battery
• Not popular for grid storage because of their low-energy density and short cycle and calendar life.
• Environmental and health concerns (some lead compounds are extremely toxic).

Batteries Are Low on Energy

Conventional Battery
• Chemical energy is stored within the battery
• The ratio of ENERGY/POWER is fixed

Zinc Energy System
• ZES system has a fuel tank
• The ratio of ENERGY/POWER is flexible
• Incremental cost of energy is very low

No Other Battery has this feature
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Hybrid Flow (Zinc-Bromine / Chlorine-Carbon) Battery
• Limited duration
• Dangerous fuel
• Dendrite susceptibility (need to be fully discharged every few days to prevent zinc dendrites that can puncture the separator).
• The need every 1-4 cycles to short the terminals across a low impedance shunt while running the electrolyte pump, to fully remove zinc from battery plates.
• Low areal power (<0.2 W/cm2) during both charge and discharge which translates into a high cost of power.

Redox Flow Battery (Vanadium, Iron-Chromium)
• Huge and heavy
• Expensive fuel
• Comparatively less powerful and lower efficiency.
• Require more sophisticated electronics
• Low energy density (you need large tanks of electrolyte to store useful amounts of energy).
• Low charge and discharge rates compared to other industrial electrode processes, i.e. the electrodes and membrane separators need to be large, which increases costs.

Hydrogen Fuel Cell
• High capital costs
• High energy losses (hydrogen)
• Fuel availability and cost
• Fuel storage difficulties
• In 2016, Samsung “decided to drop fuel cell-related business projects, as the outlook of the market isn’t good”.

Diesel Generator
• Environmental concerns (unacceptable emissions)
• High fuel and logistics costs
Total Flexibility & Safety: MGX Renewables’ energy storage system (ESS) can be housed in a shipping container for deployment at remote locations or installed in free standing racks in warehouse-type environments. Because the oxygen reactant is drawn from the air and does not have to be stored, the system provides almost twice the energy density of comparable systems. The simplicity of the system and the minimal maintenance requirements deliver a cost-effective solution in terms of both initial and operating costs. Unlike conventional batteries such as lithium-ion or lead-acid, the MGXR ESS operates as a flow battery. This enables the energy capacity (kWh) of the system to be increased simply by enlarging the size of the zinc storage tank. The separation of the power generation and zinc regeneration functions also enables the discharge power and recharge power to be separately configurable. Using only zinc and air as the energy storage medium, the system is one of the safest rechargeable energy storage systems ever developed. Unlike other systems, the MGXR ESS uses no molten metals and no poisonous or explosive gases.

Intellectual Property

Secured and Protected 20 U.S. Patents issued and 4 more pending
Disclaimer and Information on Forward Looking Statements

This report contains forward-looking information or forward-looking statements (collectively "forward-looking information") within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation. Forward-looking information is typically identified by words such as: "believes", "expects", "anticipates", "intends", "estimates", "potentially" and similar expressions, or are those, which, by their nature, refer to future events. Rockstone Research, MGX Renewables Inc. ("MGXR"), MGX Minerals Inc. and Zimtu Capital Corp. caution investors that any forward-looking information provided herein is not a guarantee of future results or performance, and that actual results may differ materially from those in forward-looking information as a result of various factors. The reader is referred to MGX Renewables Inc.’s public filings for a more complete discussion of such risk factors and their potential effects which may be accessed through documents filed on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. All statements in this report, other than statements of historical fact, should be considered forward-looking statements. Much of this report is comprised of statements of projection. Statements that are forward looking include that MGXR’s battery will enter the market and that a price of less than $15 per additional kWh can be achieved; that MGXR will commercialize that MGXR’s rules, modernize the energy storage market in a way that other battery technologies cannot keep up with; that all kinds of alternative energy stocks are booming and will continue to do so; that investors are looking for exposure to pure battery stocks and that MGXR is such a pure battery stock to take a closer look at now; that global energy storage has started an explosive, exponential growth path and will continue to do so; that non-residential, utility-scale energy storage is the place to be right now – for investors and technology providers alike and that MGXR will focus on these segments of the market; that MGXR will start trading on the CSE today; that MGXR will deploy its battery technology for grid-scale energy storage, energy trading, arbitrage and peak shaving, renewables storage (wind, solar, tidal power) as well as stationary and portable energy for military and natural disasters, or anything sized power storage. Long duration energy storage and reliable backup; that MGXR is an advanced-stage battery development company aiming to enter the energy storage market in the near future with its technology by including an extensive patent portfolio, lead by an experienced and well-connected management team; that MGXR has assembled a capable team to execute the development and commercialization of a dependable low-cost zinc-air battery and that this mass storage system offers both environmental and efficiency benefits; that MGXR will provide the longest duration, low-cost energy storage for markets in renewables, peak power shaving and diesel generator replacement for backup power; that MGXR aims to commercially deploy energy storage systems with costs of less than $15 per additional kWh in the near future and that such an alternative to lithium batteries and natural gas peaker plants could disrupt the energy market in an unprecedented fashion in contrast to nearly every commercially available energy storage system, MGX Renewables’ zinc-air flow battery is one of the safest and environmentally cleanest rechargeable energy storage systems ever developed as it uses only zinc and air as fuels, thus running on a safe, non-toxic, non-explosive and non-flammable chemistry; that MGXR can deliver both high-discharge and low-discharge energy services; that there is no capacity fade over time with a MGXR system and a 100% depth of discharge without affecting systems’ longevity or performance. the simplicity of the system and the minimal maintenance requirements deliver a cost-effective solution in terms of both initial and operating costs; that the MGXR system is one of the safest rechargeable energy storage systems ever developed. Such forward-looking statements are subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking information. Risks that could change or prevent these statements from coming to fruition include that Corporation MGXR's technology may not be successful; the technology may not be cost-effective; MGXR may not raise sufficient funds to carry out its plans; changing costs for development, manufacturing and marketing the products produced. The writer assumes no responsibility to update or revise such information to reflect new events or circumstances, except as may be required by law.
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